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Lecture IV
•

New physics flavor puzzle

•

Minimal flavor violation

•

Partial compositeness

•

New Phyics in the B-physics

Flavor Physics (current issues) 	

!!
!

Flavor physics can predicted New Physics before it’s directly
!observed	

!!
!

Flavor physics (CP Violation) predicts that there should be
!New Physics beyond the SM	

!!

SM flavor problem: hierarchy of masses and mixing angles; why
!neutrinos are different	

!!

NP flavor problem: TeV scale (hierarchy problem) << flavor &
CPV scale

Clues for the subtle structure of the NP?

New Physics Flavor Problem (Puzzle)	

!!
!

NP flavor problem: TeV scale (hierarchy problem) << flavor &
CPV scale

What kind of new physics can survive?

New Physics Flavor Problem (Puzzle)	

!!
!

For a TeV scale NP (hierarchy problem) to be compatible with
precision measurements, we need a special flavor structure to
make all the dimensionless coefficients small
!!
!

Effective theory approach: SM as an effective theory
P cn (d)
+
(d) On ( i , Aa , h)
n(d

M
Λ NP appear at Λ~TeV	


but cn is not O(1), but	

is very small - highly tuned

E

5)

⇤

higher dimensional operators
consisting of SM fields only,
still respecting gauge symmetries

New Physics Flavor Problem (Puzzle)	

!!
!

For a TeV scale NP (hierarchy problem) to be compatible with
precision measurements, we need a special flavor structure to
make all the dimensionless coefficients small
!!
!

One popular way to do it: Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV)
No new Operators beyond those present in the SM
All flavour changing transitions are governed by CKM.
i.e. No new complex phases beyond those present in the
SM
i
i
i
A(Decay)/ VCKM
FSM
+ FNP

real

!!
!

MFV	


MFV is not a model It’s a simple framework for flavour
structure of NP from EFT point of view
Observation: CKM ( only source of FV in SM) is
approximately an unit matrix such that CKM-induced flavor
change is guaranteed to be small (and no tree level FCNC)

If the new physics is flavor-diagonal such that all of the
flavour-violation goes through the CKM then we’re
guaranteed to have small eﬀects.
So, just like in SM, Yukawa couplings is the only sources
of flavour symmetry breaking in physics beyond the SM
CKM and GIM suppressions similar to SM; allows EFT-like analyses
with TeV scale, expect few % deviations from SM in B,D,K

MFV	


!!
!

Recall that in the vanishing Yukawa coupling limit, SM has global
symmetries:
Gglobal (Y u,d,l = 0) = U (3)5

SU (3)Q ⇥ SU (3)u ⇥ SU (3)d ⇥ . . .

In the SM, Yukawa interactions break this symmetry group

We can formally restore flavour symmetry by promoting
Yukawa matrices to be spurions (appropriate dimensionless
auxiliary fields), which transforms under the flavor group.
SU (3)Q ⇥ SU (3)u ⇥ SU (3)d
Yu (3, 3̄, 1)

Yd (3, 1, 3̄)

QL (3, 1, 1), uR (1, 3, 1), dR (1, 1, 3)

Using SU(3)q3⊗SU(3)ℓ2
symmetry, we can rotate the
background values of the
auxiliary field Y:
Yd =

d,

Yu = V †CKM

u,

YL =

l

!!

MFV	


For an effective theory to be MFV theory, all its higher
dimensional operators, constructed from SM and Y fields,
should be invariant under CP and (formally) under the flavour
group.
MFV requires that the dynamics of flavour violation is
completely determined by the structure of the ordinary Yukawa
couplings. In particular, all CP violation originates from the
CKM phase.
From the hierarchical structure of Yukawa matrix (only top
Yukawa is large),

MFV	

Basic building blocks of FCNC operators:
!!
!

Expanding in powers of off-diagonal CKM matrix elements and
in powers of small Yukawa couplings

MFV	

i
i
i
A(Decay)/ VCKM
FSM
+ FNP

real
!!
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MFV framework is general, and can be implemented for a given	

BSM
scenario (e.g. SUSY and composite Higgs models)
!
!!

The bound for Flavor cutoff scale is reduced from O(1000)TeV
to
!! O(1)TeV
!

MFV is very predictive: compared to SM prediction, only the
flavour-independent magnitude of the transition amplitudes
can be modified. Possible to be identified by experiments
!!
!

Theoretical justification of MFV, for a given BSM model?

!!
!

Partial Compositeness	


MFV is a very common principle, but there are other way to
protect
flavors
!!
!

example: beyond MFV SUSY: “split-family susy” (only 3rd

generation sfermions light) + flavour symmetry acting only on
1st & 2nd generations
!!
!

Partial Compositeness is a completely different way of flavor
protection mechanism
No new Operators beyond those present in the SM
All flavour changing transitions are governed by CKM.
i.e. No new complex phases beyond those present in the
SM

!!
!

Partial Compositeness	


The flavor puzzle is solved due to exponential sensitivity	

of wave function overlaps on the 5D bulk masses, ci
UV

Warped 5D
u,d,s,c,bR

e,μ,τ

c>1/2

IR
H→

top, bL
c<1/2

Anarchic model:
Localization (partial
compositeness) address
flavor hierarchy and also
give protection against
flavor & CPV

Higgs and KK resonances has a
5D profile localized near IR brane
(light fields have highly
suppressed coupling to them)

Partial Compositeness	


•

Elementary-composite states
talk through linear couplings.

Lmix =

q q̄lO O

lO

+ h.c.

The flavor problem of theories with strong dynamics can be
improved if the Yukawa couplings arise through mixings of
elementary quarks with fermionic operators of the strong sector	

Elementary	

Sector	

q,u,d

Aμ

Composite 	

Sector	


ySM =

SO(5) → SO(4)	

full non-linear
SO(5) /SO(4) massive
content

L

m

R

yL y R
g

'

H
L

R

Q±, U± + ... +EW + H

Typically (anarchy): Δi ≪ Δq3,u3 ∼ M , i = 1, 2 .
i

= yi f (f ⇔ decay constant for the SO(5)/SO(4) breaking )

Partial Compositeness	

!!
!

Partial compositeness provide (partial) solutions to both flavor
hierarchy puzzle and NP flavor puzzle	

!!
!!

The constraints from ε and ε'/ε in the kaon system imply that
this simple construction has to be improved with some sort of
alignment, at least in the down sector. On the other hand, also
in this model we can have a naturally sizable non-standard
contribution to ΔaCP

!!
!

MFV is not the only solution for the NP flavor problem:	

!

Flavor Physics in the
LHC era

Flavour & collider searches are complementary
Sketch of the bounds on new physics with scale and flavour
changing parameter
David Straub

Meson-antimeson mixing can probe the highest scales if flavour-violation!
is generic ( large)

Route for find NP through Flavor Physics
!

We need many precision measurements of many observables
as well as precise theory predictions
!
!

Study patterns on flavour violation in various New Physics
models (correlations between many flavour observables).
!
!

Important to exploit correlations between low energy flavour
observables and collider physics

Ā
.
A

New Physics in the B system	

f

=e

i

B

(15.26)

y we have, q/p is the same. In the standard parameterization of the CKM,
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e

i

B

Vtb⇤ Vtd
=
.
Vtb Vtd⇤

(15.27)

Time-dependent CP asymmetry in B → ψKS

by looking at the box diagram phase. What would di↵er if we look at Bs ?
s to good approximation.
A. What is the diagram?
c
c

b
d

B

s
d

KS

132

SψKS :interference between CP violation in mixing and decay
Hadronic uncertainties mostly cancel
!!
!

Also Bs → J/ψ ɸ

Ā
.
A

New Physics in the B system	
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y we have, q/p is the same. In the standard parameterization of the CKM,
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Time-dependent CP asymmetry in B → ψKS

by looking at the box diagram phase. What would di↵er if we look at Bs ?
s to good approximation.
A. What is the diagram?
c
c

b
d

B

s
d

KS

132

SψKS :interference between CP violation in mixing and decay
Hadronic uncertainties mostly cancel
!!
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Also Bs → J/ψ ɸ

Model independent NP searches in B system	

Non-renormalizable operators might be generated by NP	

!

Bs,d →

+
𝜇𝜇

Non-renormalizable operators might be generated by NP	

!

B

*
→K

Differential distribution	

!

+
𝜇𝜇

B

*
→K

Differential distribution	

!

2.4𝜎 tension at low q2

+
𝜇𝜇

B

*
→K

+
𝜇𝜇

Lattice computation of form factors: SM BRs of B →K* 𝜇+𝜇and B → ɸ 𝜇+𝜇- at high q2 systematically above the data,
explained equally well by	


global fit

B

*
→K

+
𝜇𝜇

Could it be from some peculiar BSM?	

So far, some very wired Z’ explanation….	


Bs mixing has to be also
taken into account

Lepton universality and RK
One of the clean observables (hadronic uncertainties cancels)	


2.6𝜎 tension at low q2

these are just some examples….
!

Rare K, Bs, Bd Decays will play
crucial role in identifying New Physics
!

LHC era is also an era of
Flavour Precision
(Also KEK)

slide from A. Buras

Additionallly….
LHC is a top factory: Improve bounds on FCNC top decays by
more than several order of magnitude

Flavor violation in Higgs decay
LHC also provide an interesting flavor data: 	

spectrum (degeneracies), information on some decay widths
and production cross section

Summary
•

The SM flavor sector has been tested with impressive & increasing
precision

•

Flavour structure of NP has to be special to be compatible with TeV
scale NP (MFV?).

•

If new particles discovered, their flavor properties can teach us
about NP: masses (degeneracies), decay rates (flavour
decomposition), cross sections

•

Flavour physics provide important clues to model building in the
LHC era

•

LHC era is Flavor Precision era, and a lot of interesting
measurements coming! (already seen some tensions with SM)

